Core Review Committee - 12/9/14

2014-15 Members

CLA:
Jennifer Schell, English (15) *
Brian Kassof, Social Sciences (16) *
Yelena Matusevich, Humanities (16)
Kevin Sager, Communication (CLA 16) *

CNSM:
Leah Berman, Math (16) - Chair *
Larry Duffy, Science (16) *

LIBRARY:
Tyson Rinio (LIB 15) *

At-Large:
Andrew Seitz, SFOS

Unit Core Assessment:
Tony Rickard, CNSM *
Kevin Berry, SOM *

Ex Officio:
Dean's Council Rep - Allan Morotti
OAR: Caty Oehring,
Holly Sherouse *

Academic Advising Ctr.: Ginny Kinne
Rural Student Services: Gabrielle Russell

Revisited Neurobiology petition from earlier in the semester. Lengthy discussion. Denied—syllabus did not demonstrate adequate writing. Professor discussed lengthily over email. Email discussion seemed to indicate willingness to overturn the denial.

Approved blanket petition for GEOS 309W in the fall, which was given a W last year by Core Review too late to make it into the catalog.

Discussed Maymester compression of SOC 100. A lot of concern over whether (1) it’s really the same course; (2) is it realistic to be able to do, adequately, 3 credits of material over 10 days. (You can fit in the in-class hours, but what about the out-of-class expectation?) To be continued in January.

Approved dropping W from CHEM 455.